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ABSTRACT 

Fear is an unpleasant feeling caused by the possibility of danger, pain, a threat, etc. Horror is a feeling of intense fear, shock and 
disgust. Fear, when reaches its extreme level, gives birth to terror. Thus, terror is the alias of extreme fear or horror. It  is so violent 
that it sterilizes stamina of the victim. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather 
than on expression. It does not inform rather reveals, so it 
bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, and 
the best critical writing is creative. The present article is 
the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As 
such free style is the methodology adopted so that 
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass. 
As you know well that Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the 
immortal essayist, wrote many essays and notably, Of 
Love, Of Friendship, Of Ambition, Of Studies, etc. The 
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the 
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one 
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his 
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works. 
In fact Bacon's way of presentation i.e., his unique  style 
kindled the imagination already in me and encouraged me 
as well to write essays, in the light of creative writing, thus 
to get relief through Catharsis. 

ARTICLE 

Fear is an unpleasant feeling caused by the possibility of 
danger, pain, a threat, etc. 

Horror is a feeling of intense fear, shock and disgust. Fear, 
when reaches its extreme level, gives birth to terror. Thus, 
terror is the alias of extreme fear or horror. It is so violent 
that it sterilizes stamina of the victim. There are three 
types of terror viz., constructive terror, destructive terror 
and constant terror. 

A teacher is the terror to an inattentive student. But 
teacher constructs the career of a student. So, it is 
constructive terror. 

A war is a destructive horror. A dacoit falls within the 
same category. 

In some disturbed society or in case of civil war there is 
always social unrest. It is the example of constant terror. 
People either become accustomed to it or sometimes 
constant terror causes mental disorder of the mass as a 
whole. 

A pious heart believes that God created men. Conversely, 
one school of thought argues that men created God. To 
them God is merely a hypothesis. Everybody is afraid of 
God for His immense power. Thus, God is man made 
unconquerable terror. Death is the greatest weapon of 
God. God grants immortality to none. So, everybody 
respects and surrenders to God for peace and happiness. 
This surrender originates from death phobia. 

Thus, through death God rules over the creation and 
enjoys surrendering of devotee. But a pious soul has 
conquered death. To him death is the alias of life. To him 
life and death have no difference at all, on the contrary, 
both are equal and at par and these two are merely staying 
in two different places. So, he is not afraid of death but he 
is afraid of God lest God does not grant him shelter to His 
lap for eternal peace. Thus death is a terror to a common 
man, but seldom to a saint. 

They say a terror has no substitute. A terror itself is its 
substitute. Thus a terror can be defended by another 
terror. But this doctrine is destructive. Because, it will 
increase terror ceaselessly and the world will be infested 
with terrorist as is experienced today. 

Terror is bad both for body and mind. So, one should 
remove it from the root. If it is allowed to persist it 
increases abruptly. As such to get relief from terror a 
student must read attentively. Similarly, war and dacoit 
should be faced boldly or image should be so created that 
opposite party must avoid war or come to a treaty and 
dacoit must not come for being caught red handed instead. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Likewise, to get rid of constant terror constant fight is 
required. In fact a man faces ceaseless terror till death. As 
such a man must be mentally prepared to face it. A coward 
always suffers from phobia. But to a brave muscle a terror 
is not a terror at all until or unless a terror terrorizes him. 
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Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather 
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so 
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, 
and the best critical writing is creative. As you know well 
that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the immortal writer, 
wrote many essays, and notably “Of Love”, “Of Friendship”, 
“Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The myriad-minded genius 
rightly pointed out that all the words of the dictionary can 
be the themes of essays one can write. But little has been 
done, in this regard since his death, in order to finish his 
unfinished monumental works. In fact Bacon's way of 
presentation and his unique style kindled imagination and 
inspired me to write essays, in the light of creative writing, 

thus to get relief through Catharsis. 
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